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Data Cable to USB-A / Lightning / 2.4A / 2m Joyroom S-UL012A

Data cable to USB-A / Lightning / 2.4A / 2m Joyroom S-UL012A20 (blue)
Protect your iPhone's battery and keep it safely charged. The Joyroom S-UL012A20 cable allows you to instantly replenish power at 2.4A
and provides full  protection against overheating and overcharging. It  is iOS-compatible and features robust construction, high damage
resistance and an interesting design.
 
Safe charging
The  cable  supports  fast  charging  protocols  and  transmits  current  at  up  to  2.4  A.  The  short  charging  time  effectively  reduces  the
temperature,  so  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  your  phone's  battery  overheating  or  overcharging.  On  the  contrary!  Instant  charging
allows you to significantly extend its life.
 
Improved design
The cable will  successfully serve you for a longer period of time. Its connectors have been coated with a layer of gold, providing even
better  connectivity  and  resistance  to  oxidation,  rusting  and  damage.  What's  more,  the  thickened  core  is  distinguished  by  high
conductivity and ensures stable energy transmission without interference. The cable has gained an additional braided nylon braid, which
makes it so durable! It is not afraid of pulling, bending and tangling. Also noteworthy are the reinforced ends, bending of which will not
cause damage.
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	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	S-UL012A20
	Color
	Blue
	Connector type
	USB-A - Lightning
	Current
	2.4 A
	Length
	2 m
	Compatibility
	iOS devices that support Lightning connector

Preço:

€ 4.60

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, Micro, USB-C, Lightning 3
in 1
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